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NEW QUESTION: 1
A network technician needs to create separate networks for
several classrooms and administrative offices.
They have been provided with the network address
192.168.1.0/24. They will need five classrooms of 25 hosts, two
classrooms of 14 hosts, six admin hosts on the network, and
three subnets for router connections.
Which of the following IP concepts would need to be deployed?

A. IPv6
B. VLSM
C. EUI-64
D. Class B private network
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
How will an HDD failure affect VMs with data on the failed
device?
A. The VMs will remain operational on that host and continue to
function normally with no noticeable impact
B. An HA event will occur, causing the affected VMs to restart
on a node that contains the replica data.
C. A live migration will be initiated, moving the affected VMs
to a host that contains the replica data.
D. The VMs will crash, and will be restarted once the failed
HDD has been replaced and the data has been restored.
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation
https://portal.nutanix.com/page/documents/details/?targetId=Web
-Console-Guide-Prism-v50:wc-block-services- Provision storage
on the Nutanix cluster by creating a volume group. Create a
client whitelist to enable access to the volume group by using
the IP addresses or client initiator IQNs in a whitelist (as
part of the volume group configuration). Create a secret for
the volume group if you are using CHAP authentication.

NEW QUESTION: 3
A data extension contains two fields which are being populated
by a query activity. A third field has recently been added to
the data extension.
Which SELECT statement is optimal for returning all of the
columns in the data extension?
A. SELECT*
B. SELECT 22SE, field2, field3
C. SELECT *, field1, field2, field3
D. SELECT field*
Answer: B
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